Abstract

In this proposal we study the XML view update problem from two aspects. First, we propose a theory and a checking algorithm to decide whether a correct translation exists for a given view update. Then we develop an update translation mechanism to generate the correct translations over the base data storage when it is mappable. Our work can be used by both commercial database or XML data management systems as advanced features in supporting XML view based application.

1 Motivation

With the growing popularity of XML, it has become the primary data model for views. Both XML-relational systems such as [10, 19] and native XML systems such as [16] support creating XML wrapper views and querying against them. However, update operations against such virtual XML views in most cases are not supported yet.

XML view update problem is more complex than that of pure relational view update [2, 12, 14]. Not only do all the problems in the relational context still exist in XML semantics, but we also have to address the new update issues introduced by the XML hierarchical data model and its flexible update language.

Two problems concerning updating XML views need to be tackled. First, update translatability concerns whether some updates on the base data storage, which typically may be a relational database or a native XML document, can be made to effect the given update to the view without causing any view-side-effect. Second, we need to devise an appropriate translation strategy. That is, assuming the view update is indeed translatable, how to map the updates on the XML view into the equivalent tuple-based SQL updates or XML document updates on the base data.

This dissertation proposes to explore both aspects of the view update problem. First, a light-weight update translatability checking framework is proposed based on a set of well-established theory and practical reasoning algorithms. Our work in this direction can be applied by any existing XML view update system in industry and academia for analyzing the translatability of a given update statement before translation of it is attempted. Thereafter we aim to find a correct update translation over the base data storage when it is mappable. Work in this direction can be used by both commercial database or XML management systems as advanced feature in supporting XML view-based applications.

2 State-of-Art in View Updating

Update Translatability. An abstract formulation of the update translatability problem is given by the view complementary theory in [2, 12]. It uses the invariance of the complement of a view, namely database side-effect free, to decide the translatability of a given update. However, by requiring the database side-effect free property, the complementary theory is too restrictive to be practical. In [14], the authors relax the criteria for a correct translation as only requiring view side-effect free. Based on the notion of a clean source, it presents an approach in the relational context for determining the existence of update translations by performing a syntax analysis of the view definition.

The nested hierarchical structure of XML views and the flexible update operations on the view place new challenges on the update translatability issue for XML views. Therefore the previous works in the relational context need to be advanced.

Recent works [8, 9, 13] indicate a loose connection between data provenance [8, 9] or lineage [13] and the view update problem. The distinction between “why provenance” and “where provenance” is used to guide the view update process to find an appropriate update.
translation. Their work has several similarities with ours, e.g., to try to find the data trace (provenance) at the query syntax level. However, we utilize this data trace or provenance for a different purpose. The question that [8, 9] tries to answer is: given two equivalent queries that are rewritings of each other, when are the provenances guaranteed to be identical? Instead, we use the provenance to find a correct translation, if one exists, for a given update query.

**Update Translation Strategy.** Works in this direction are different from above. They assume all the view updates considered are translatable and focus on solving the ambiguity issue and finding the "best" translation. The update translation strategy has been studied for the Select-Project-Join views on relational databases [17, 18, 1]. These works have been further extended for object-based views in [4], when the view is anchored in a pivot relation and updates are specified only in those well-nested relations.

The update translation in XML views has also been explored to some degree in recent works such as [6, 7, 22] and commercial database systems [3, 11, 21]. Under the assumption that the given update is translatable, [6, 7] propose an update translation strategy for converting the XML view update into a relational view update. The main result of [22] is a proposal of an XQuery update grammar. It also studies the execution performance of translated updates.

However, none of these works consider any of the following basic questions: (i) what is the search space for possible optimized translations? (ii) Which is the most suitable one and how to identify it?

### 3 A Running Example

We now use an XML view defined over a relational database as an example to briefly illustrate that updates through XML views can be problematic. Fig. 1 shows a relational schema and sample data,
which contains a list of publishers as well as their published books and corresponding reviews. Recent XML systems [10, 15] use a basic XML view, called default XML view, to define one-to-one relational-to-XML mappings (Fig. 2). On top of this default XML view, a view query defines user-specific XML wrapper views (Fig. 3a). Let’s first consider several update operations.

**Example 1** To delete only the title of a book is not valid since the title of the book relation is NOT NULL.

**Example 2** To delete the publisher of the first book from the BookView is not translatable. The reason is there is a foreign key from book relation to the publisher relation in the underlying relational database. When the publisher is deleted, the corresponding book tuple has to be either also deleted, or the pid of the book is replaced with NULL, depending on the deletion policy defined by the foreign key constraints. However, neither of these two are correct because they both would cause the corresponding book to no longer appear in the view. We thus say that this update is not translatable since it causes a view side effect in the form of an unintended view deletion.

**Example 3** Inserting a new book into BookView with “bookid=98003” is not translatable since a book with the same bookid already exists in the book relation.

An update over a given view can be problematic for different reasons, such as violating constraints, causing view side effects or conflicting with the underlying data as shown by the three examples above. An update thus needs to be carefully checked before the translation starts to avoid translation costs, or even a faulty translation.

**Example 4** Deleting the review of a certain book from the BookView is translatable. We can either delete the review tuple or replace the bookid with NULL. Both are correct translations.

The update translation system needs to (i) explore all the possible translations that satisfy some well-established criteria, and (ii) choose the one that is “as close as possible” to the original database state. That is, we would like to minimize the effect of the view update on the database.

4 Dissertation Objectives

In this proposal, we focus on the translatability and translation strategies of updates through the XML views, which wrap either relational or XML data. Fig. 4 shows the system framework of our proposed XML view updating system. The proposed techniques will be implemented and tested in our XML view management system Rainbow [26]. In particular, we focus on the following objectives.

- **Resolve the mismatch between the XML hierarchical view model and the base data model.** The nested structure imposed by an XML view may be in conflict with the hierarchy explicitly or implicitly defined by the underlying base data model. In other words, if the base is relational, the constraints of the relational schema imply the base hierarchical structure. If the base is an XML document, its schema expresses the hierarchy. In either case, the base hierarchy can possibly conflict with the view hierarchy. This mismatch will affect the translatability of the view updates. In particular, the challenge arises from the fact that the XML view does not determine a unique relational database schema or XML document schema underneath, and so assumptions about the specific nature of the base data storage cannot be built into the view-update algorithm. Example 2 indicates the update translation problem caused by this mismatch.

- **Handle flexible XML view updates.** Compared to the fixed tuple-based update in the relational view update scenario, updates can be specified on any XML view element. New issues thus arise. As an example, XML views can be very complex and potentially contain data duplications, although the relational database can be normalized and the XML document conforms certain schema. The flexible granularity of XML updates thus could touch part of the duplication, while leaving others untouched. Such an update would not be translatable without any side effect.

- **Support efficient order sensitive update translation.** The user can insert a new element into or delete an existing element from certain position of the XML view. This order-sensitive update translation is a problem specific for XML views, because both relational and the object-oriented data model thus far have not covered ordered models. We plan to support order sensitive updates not only for translatability analysis but also for efficient order handling techniques beyond the general order sensitive XQuery processing.
5 Update Translatability Issue

In this direction, we propose a fundamental theory and practical algorithms to determine whether a given update over the XML view is indeed translatable.

5.1 Theoretical Foundation

We first need a theory that characterizes precisely the conditions under which a mapping from XML view updates into updates on the base data storage is correct, be it XML or relational model.

For this purpose, we propose the concept of source for a given XML view element, which characterizes the search space of all potential correct update mappings. Then based on the idea of the clean source, we propose a clean source theory as criterion to determine whether a given view update mapping is correct.

This theory is a natural extension of the earlier work from the relational context [14], but now emphasizes the new challenges defined by the XML data model. These challenges are caused by two facts. (i) The potential conflicts between the hierarchies of XML views and the underlying relational or XML database exist. (ii) Duplicates are rather common in XML views which is a major reason of causing update not translatable.

We expect our clean source theory to serve as a solid theoretical foundation for developing practical algorithms towards update translatability checking.

5.2 Light-weight XML View Update Checker

We propose a lightweight view update checking framework called U-Filter. To check whether a view update is translatable, U-Filter first performs two steps of schema-level (and thus very inexpensive) checking. Only when necessary, more expensive checking requiring the base data to be accessed is employed.

The first step, called update validation, identifies whether the given view update is valid according to the view schema. This view schema can either be predefined or be inferred from the view definition query and the relational schema knowledge. Given that a lot of work has already been done in the literature on schema validation [5, 20], here we focus on two questions closely related with the view update issue: (i) How to extract the view schema from the view query and the relational schema? (ii) Which constraints should the validation procedure consider? The problem in Example 1 is identified by this first step.

In the second step, called schema-driven translatability reasoning, any update determined to be valid by Step 1 is further examined. Here the potential view side effects are checked, which can be caused by different reasons, including foreign key constraints conflicting with the view structure or base data duplication in the view. This compile-time check only utilizes the view query and the relational schema. Example 2 is identified here.

Updates identified as translatable by the previous two steps could potentially still conflict with the base data. For instance, in Example 3, u3 survives the first two steps, but is found not to be translatable. In our third step, the run-time data-driven translatability checking, such conflicts will be identified by issuing probe queries. This check can only be resolved by examining actual base data. This is typically rather expensive. Hence it is practical to employ this only at last, when the prior check steps have been considered and the update passes these filters.

Moreover, for an order-sensitive XML view specified using a FLWOR expression, an order-sensitive update can delete an existing view element in a certain position or insert a new view element into a certain position of the view. This update can cause new data-related update translatability issues in terms of the update position itself being defined. Special orderspecific probe query are utilized to verify the legacy of the deleting or inserting position.

5.3 Research Progress

As preliminary work thus far, we have proposed and proven the general update translatability theory for XML views published over a relational database [24]. An initial study of the update translatability of XML views over the relational database in the “round-trip” case is done in [23]. The round-trip case is characterized by a pair of reversible lossless mappings for (i) loading the XML documents into the relational database, and (ii) extracting an XML view identical to the original XML document back out of it. We prove that any valid update operation over such XML views, given a valid pair of round-trip mappings, is always translatable.

We will continue to explore the update translatability checking approaches for both relational databases and XML documents. We aim to develop a complete theory and establish practical algorithms for the update translatability issue.

6 Update Translation Strategies

Now assuming the view update is indeed translatable, the question remains how best to translate the updates on the XML view into the equivalent tuple-based SQL updates or XML document updates on the base data. This requires understanding the ways in which individual view update requests may be satisfied by updates over the underlying data storage. In some cases, there will be precisely one way to perform the database update that results in the desired view update. However, in most other cases, the new view state may correspond to many database states. Consequently, the question of choosing a view update translator arises. Of these database states, we would like to choose one that is “as close as possible” under some measure to
the original database state, namely, to minimize the effect of the view update on the database [4, 17].

6.1 Challenging Issues

A set of criteria must first be established to distinguish between a “good” and a “bad” translation. The five validity criteria from relational view updates [17, 18, 1, 4] are syntactically based, namely, they are based on the schema knowledge of the view and the underlying data storage. The semantic consideration [1, 18], namely to consider the “real” world meaning of the view, are not addressed by these criteria. In the XML view update context, we need to modify these criteria.

Conceptually an enumeration of all possible valid translations of each view update on the view should be examined. For practical reasons, we do not want to instantiate this enumeration, we merely use it to define the space of alternatives. We identify a search space of correct update translations based on the syntax of a view definition.

When the underlying data storage is a relational database, the mismatch between the two update languages (XQuery FLWU updates on the view versus SQL queries on the base) must be dealt with. Further, new optimization techniques on generating efficient base updates, which consider the performance impacts imposed by for example using some partially materialized index, need to be designed.

Order functions deserve special attention in XML view update study. Special probe queries over the XML base will be employed, which extract information to generate a proper order code or position in the XML document for the newly inserted view element.

6.2 Research Progress

We have accomplished the order sensitive query optimization when an XML view is defined over the relational database [25]. We present a general approach for supporting order-sensitive XQuery-to-SQL translation that works irrespective of the chosen XML-to-relational data mapping and the selected order-encoding method. We will continue to explore the update translation approaches for XML views published over both relational databases and XML documents. We aim to develop a reliable and efficient algorithm for the update translation.

7 Conclusions

In this proposal, we tackle the problem of updating XML views in the context of both XML and relational data model underneath. We propose to develop a full-fledged XML view update system, which first determine whether an update is mappable and then find a correct update translation over the base data storage when it is mappable. We expect this work to be used by both commercial database or XML data management systems as advanced features for view based applications.
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